During its long gestation in the 1970's and early 198O's, arithmetic coding was widely regarded more as an academic curiosity than a practical coding technique. One factor that helped it gain the popularity it enjoys today was the publication in 1987 of source code for a multi-symbol arithmetic coder in Communications of the ACM [7] . Now, eight years on, our understanding of arithmetic coding has further matured, and it is timely to review the components of that implementation and summarise the improvements that we and other authors have developed since then. We also describe a novel method for performing the underlying calculation needed for arithmetic coding. Accompanying the paper is a "Mark 11" implementation that incorporates the improvements we suggest. Space limits preclude our reproducing the full source code; however it is available on the net, and we explain it here with pseudo-code.
intended to represent the "state of the art" in models. Nevertheless, several people typed in the code from the printed page and compiled and executed it, only-much to our chagrin-to express disappointment that the "new" method was still inferior to benchmarks such as Compress [4] .
The answer is, of course, that modelling and coding should not be confused. In compiling our revised implementation we have made renewed efforts to avoid this confusion, and have included a more competitive model that represents the stream as a sequence of words rather than as a sequence of characters, with facilities for spelling out new words as they are encountered, using a subsidiary character mode. Pseudo-code describing the model appears in Section 2.
The word-based model also illustrates a number of new points:
0 The need for an efficient data structure with which to accumulate frequency counts for a large symbol set;
0 Multiple coding contexts-in this! case, both words and characters;
0 The use of an escape mechanism to switch from one coding context to another;
0 The need for resizing of data structures implied by the absence of an a priori bound on alphabet size.
We have considered only an adaptive implementation. For static and semi-static coding, when fixed probabilities are used during the actual encoding process, Huffman coding is usually preferable to arithmetic coding [5]. On the other hand, arithmetic coding comes into its own for adaptive compression, especially with large alphabets; and this point is reinforced in our implementation.
MODULE INTERFACES
It has become usual to consider a data compression regime as consisting of two processes: modelling and coding. In the revised implementation, however, we distinguish three distinct activities, and reflect this partition with three cooperating source code modules. At the top is modelling, as before. At the bottom is an arithmetic coder to perform the coding task, with no knowledge of the modelling environment. Between is a statistics module' that manipulates; a data structure to record symbol frequency counts. Given a symbol identifier, the statistics module reports the cumulative frequency of all symbols earlier in the alphabet, and then adjusts the stored values to account for one more occurrence of this symbol. Both the model above and the coder below are oblivious of the data structure used to accomplish this calculation and the mechanism by which frequency counts are kept up to date. Furthermore, the model is unaware of the probability attached to each symbol, and the coder is unaware of symbol identifiers or the size of the alphabet. The result is a significantly more manageable system.
arith-decode(1, h, t ) The main routines required to interface the three modules are listed in Table 1 . There are several other routines in the implementation, mainly for initialising and terminating compression.
The word-based model uses six contexts: a zero-order context for words, a zeroorder context for non-words, a zero-order character context for spelling out new words, a zero-order character context for spelling out new non-words, a context for specifying the length of words, and one for the length of non-words. The encoder is sketched in Figure 1 , except that for brevity the input is treated as a sequence of words rather than alternating "word, non-word" pairs. To cater for non-words as well as words would require six contexts W O , Wl, CO, C1, Lo, and L1, with an outer loop that alternates between words and non-words by using each set of three contexts in turn. The calls to install-symbol(), which adds a symbol to a context as if that symbol had occurred prior to the beginning of the transmission, are also left implicit. One such call is required for each initial symbol required in any given context. The decoder is a natural extension of the ideas presented in Figure 1 .
The word-based model needs to be able to code previously unencountered symbols, which is not necessary in situations where the size of the alphabet at each context can be bounded in advance. Novel words must be catered for somehow, in this case by flagging them with a special escape-word code and then spelling them out in a subsidiary model. Only after its characters have been transmitted in the secondary model can a new word be installed into the lexicon of possible words. An appropriate probability must be assigned to the escape-word symbol; the method chosen for doing so is discussed in the full paper.
DATA STRUCTURES
We now turn to the statistics module, which, in essence, translates a call encode (C, s) to encode symbol s in context C into a call arithmetic_e.ncode (Zc,,, hc,,, tc) , where IC,, and hc,, are the cumulative frequency counts in context C of symbols prior to and including s, according to some explicit or implicit ordering of symbols, and tc is the total frequency of all symbols recorded in context C . To avoid excessive subscripting, we suppose that the context C is given, and use l,, h,, and t to denote the values that must be calculated.
encode-file (): 
start-encode().

While words remain do Set w t next-input-word(),
If
encode(W, end-of-message).
finish-encode().
Figure 1: Word-based compression: encoding the words
In the CACM implementation, cumulative frequency counts were stored in an array, which was summed backwards from the end of the alphabet. The alphabet was ordered by decreasing symbol frequency, in order to place common symbols near the beginning. Symbols were in'dexed through a permutation vector so that cumulative frequencies could be obtained by direct array access, allowing 1, and h, to be calculated very quickly. In order to increment the count of symbol s in the cumulative frequency array, a loop was used to increment each symbol to the left of-that is, of greater frequency than--s, thereby keeping the cumulative frequency counts correct. In terms of space, 3n words of storage are needed to maintain this structure for an alphabet of n symbols.
This mechanism is only effective for small alphabets, or for highly skewed distributions. For a uniform probability distribution on an alphabet of n symbols it requires @(n) time per symbol to produce an output of log, n bits. There is clearly scope for improving this performance.
Fenwick [2] has described an implicit tree organisation for storing an array of cumulative frequency counts that preserves the symbol ordering and so requires only n words to represent an n-symbol alphabet. 
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= h13, as required. This is achieved in steps 1 and 2 of Figure 2 . It is straightforward to increment a frequency count using a process that updates the power-of-two aligned entries to the right of F [ s ] , as shown by steps 3 and 4 in Figure 2 . Incr is normally one; reasons why it might be larger are discussed in the full paper. Since I, = hsp1, the same process can also be used to calculate I,-without, of course, steps 3 and 4. The important point to note is that all access and increment operations in both encoder and decoder are carried out in O(1ogn) time, using just a single array F .
PERFORMING THE ARITHMETIC
We now turn to the implementation of the coding m~d u l e .~ The basic step in this module is the call arith-encode(l, h, t ) , where 0 5 I < h 5 t , which encodes a symbol 3Although the material of this section has not been previously published, an implementation has been available since 1991. That code is available for anonymous ftp from ftp. cs . toronto. edu in the directory /pub/radford, file l o p -a c . shar. It incorporates the revised arithmetic coding routines described here, but is otherwise similar to the CACM code.
start-encode():
Set L t 0 and R t Zb-' -1.
arith-encode(I, h, t):
4. While R < 2b-2 do Scale R and output one bit. implicitly assumed to have occurred h -1 times out of a total o f t , and is allocated the probability range [l/t,h/t). The internal state of the coder is reflected in the values of two variables L and R, the current lower bound and range respectively of the coding interval. The CACM coding process is illustrated (in anticipation of the new procedure, in a slightly altered form) in Figure 3 . It is supposed that bbit integers are used to represent L and R and that they take on values between 0 and 2' -1 inclusive; that 1 5 h -1 5 t; and that t 5 2f for some integer f.
decode-target (t):
Two basic steps are required to decode a symbol. First, a target value is determined based upon the value of t used in the corresponding encoding step and V , the current window of w bits into the compressed bitstream. This is returned to the statistics routine, which is responsible for searching its data structure and determining which symbol s corresponds to that integer-that is, finding the symbol s for which 1, 5 target < h,. Then a call is made to arithmetic-decode(l,,h,,t). This function (which is omitted from Figure 3 ) mimics the effects of the encoder, and carries out the bounds-scaling and bitshifting phases of the operation.
There are two problems with this implementation. The first is that the multiplication and division operations (marked as "times" and "div" in Figure 3 , to make them obvious) are slow on typical architectures compared to addition, subtraction, and shifting operations. To arith-encoa!e a symbol requires two multiplications and two divisions; and to decode-target plus arzth-decode requires three of each.
The second problem is that of arithmetic overflow. Suppose that the machine being used supports w-bit arithmetic. For example, on most current workstations, w = 32. Then, if overflow is to be avoided at steps I and 3 of arzth-encode, at which "R times 1" and "R times h" are calculated, we must have 2" -1 2 (2'-l -1) x 2f, which is satisfied when w 2 b -1 + f . Moreover, if underflow and R = 0 is not to occur after step 3, R 2 t is required, that is, 2b-2 2 2f. In combination, these two constraints can only be satisfied when w 2 2f + 1. Hence, for w = 32 the largest value o f f that can be supported is 15, and the sum of the frequency counts in any given context must not exceed 32,768. For word-based compression, and other models with a large alphabet, this is a severe restriction indeed. Figure 4 describes an alternative approach to arithmetic coding. The key change is in the order of calculation at steps 1 and 2 of an'th-encode(). By doing the division first, one multiplicative operation is immediately saved. The tradeoff is in compression performance; by rounding the ratio r = R/t to an integer, there is a loss of compression efficiency. In step 3, in the case where the top symbol is the one being encoded ( h = t ) , care is taken to ensure that the new top-point of the range is the same as it was before, that is, L + R remains unchanged. This minimises the loss by ensuring that the whole range R is allocated to one symbol or another, but nevertheless, some inaccuracy arises. The extent of the inaccuracy, and techniques whereby it can be reduced, are discussed below. Two multiplicative operations are saved in the decoder, which is also described in Figure 4 . Note that the common value "r times I" need not be recalculated when h = t , saving a further operation in both encoder and decoder when the remainder of the range is being allocated to the last symbol in the alphabet.
The rearrangement of the multiplicative operations also allows larger frequency counts to be manipulated, and this is probably the more important benefit. Now the only constraint is that t 5 R, that is, that f 5 b -2. Hence, the revised coder can operate effectively with b = 32 and f = 30, and streams of up to 230 M one billion symbols can be processed before count scaling is required.
Let us now estimate the compression loss caused by the use of approximate arithmetic. Call the last symbol in the alphabet s,, and its probability p,. The effect of the rounding in witkencode() (Figure 4) is to allocate too much code space to s, at the expense of the remaining symbols. In the worst case, instead of the complete range R, only a fraction T / ( T + 1) of it is apportioned fairly between the symbols.
The excess, namely l / ( r + l), is allocated to s, over and above its rightful share.
The consequent increase in per-symbol codelength can be calculated by considering the two events s, and "not s,". This increase is
The error bound is proportionately at its greatest at r, = 2b-f-2, that is, at the smallest value of R/t, because at this point the ratio ( T + l ) / r is maximised. As p, tends to one E tends to zero; and as p , tends to zero E tends to log,(r, + l)/r* M log, e/2'-f-'. Figure 5 plots E for various values of b -f . Figure 5 shows that, for any given probability distribution, the inefficiency can be minimised by arranging the symbol ordering so that it is the most probable symbol that is allocated the extra codespace created during the rounding process. If p, is the most probable symbol then the entropy of the alphabet must be a t least arith-encode(1, h, t):
3. If h < t then set R t r times ( h -1 ) else set R t R -r times 1.
4.
While R < 2b-2 do Scale R and output onle bit.
decode-target(t):
arith-decode (1, h, 
t):
1. /* Assume that r has been set by decode-target * f 2. If h < t then set R t r times ( h -1)
else set R t R -r times 1.
Scale R and shift the next input bit into V . inefficiency is never greater than 1%. Moreover, these inefficiencies have been calculated assuming only that the source is true to the probabilities being used. In practice, the assumption that R always takes on its minimal value is unduly pessimistic. In the full paper we analyse the behaviour of the method under more realistic distributions for R, and derive error bounds that are approximately 40% of those shown in Figure 5 . Further improvements result if the coder is assumed to be adaptive and the variations in t are also taken into account.
More generally, Figure 5 allows estimation of the relative efficiency irrespective of p,, provided only that the entropy of the distribution being coded can be approximated. For example, the zero-order entropy of a word frequency distribution usually exceeds 10 bits per symbol, and so even if p , is the smallest probability, the relative error is less than 10% for b -f 2 2 and less than 1% for b -f 2 6. Similarly, the entropy of the non-word distribution is usually greater than 3 bits per symbol, and so with b -f 2 6 the combined inefficiency when coding the word-based model described earlier in this paper is not more than (0.09 + 0.09)/(10 + 3) M 1.4%.
Finally, this reorganization of the coding operations permits the remaining multiplications and divisions to be performed with a small number of shifts and adds, provided the symbols frequencies are maintained in "partially normalized" form with 2f-1 < t 5 2f, which is easily done. On some architectures the use of shift/add calculation will provide substantial additional improvement in compression throughput. Methods for doing these calculations are discussed in the full paper.
There have been other multi-symbol approximate arithmetic coding approaches proposed in the literature. Rissanen and Mohiuddin [6] describe and analyse a method not dissimilar to the one described here in the special case when b -f = 2. They stipulate a different normalisation regime for R, and also suppose that the symbol frequencies are shifted at each modelling step rather than maintained partially normalised as is the case here. Points in common (compared to the case when b -f = 2) are the use of a two-bit approximation to T , and the observation that the coding error is minimised if the most probable symbol is allocated the excess codespace caused by the rounding process. The distinguishing feature of our proposal is the ability to vary b -f, allowing a smooth tradeoff between time requirements (or hardware complexity) and compression efficiency. Chevion, Karnin and Walach [ 1 1 (see also Feygin, Gulak and Chow [3]) analyse another method; they approximate R by a value R' = 2b-2+2b-2-L, which means that the multiplications can be performed using two shift/add operations. This method achieves good compression efficiency, but requires fully normalised probabilities, making it less suitable for general purpose adaptive compression.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
The full paper discusses a range of other issues that space limits have prevented us from exploring here. They include the problems of dealing with dynamic alphabets; issues raised when the alphabet is sparse over some range, rather than dense as has been assumed here; details of the calculation of escape probabilities; description and correction of a problem that can lead to failure of the CACM version when compressing very large files; the implementation of the improved routines using a small number of shift/add/subtract operations; the use of other frequency normalisation regimes and the effect of these upon the coding error; a sharper analysis of the expected coding error based upon non-pessimal values of R and t; and the application of the low-precision approach to binary coding.
